
 
 

 
February 12, 2021 
 
 
Department of Workforce Development 
Attn: Secretary Amy Pechacek 
201 E. Washington Ave. 
Madison, WI 53707 
 
Dear Madame Secretary, 
 
Several issues regarding the payment and coordination of UI benefits (regular benefits, extended 
benefits, PEUC, PUA, FPUC) have come to our attention recently. As you may be aware, our offices 
represent many UI claimants. 
 
The issues we are seeing are serious, systemic, and have a brutal effect on thousands of Wisconsin 
claimants already staggering from this pandemic. We hope that through collaboration and in bringing 
these issues to the Department’s attention, serious steps will be taken to prevent further mismanagement, 
waste of Department resources, and unnecessary harm to Wisconsin residents. The issues we are seeing 
are as follows: 
 

1. The recent status of rideshare drivers as employees has resulted in unnecessary, harsh, and 
premature PUA/FPUC overpayments before Department has made the required determination for 
eligibility of regular UI benefits. 

 
Recently, several Lyft™ and Uber™ drivers, or “rideshare drivers”, have received Initial 
Determinations holding their driving as covered employment for regular UI benefits. This is a change 
from prior decisions holding the rideshare drivers to be independent contractors. That result is a very 
welcome clarification of the Department’s policy on this important issue 
 
However, these initial determinations are causing very serious problems because of the Department’s 
subsequent implementation of their status as employees. Upon determining that rideshare driving is 
covered employment, the Department issues overpayment decisions for both previously paid PUA 
benefits (of which gig worker/independent contractors are eligible), and for the corresponding $600 
weekly FPUC benefits. 
 



 
 

The PUA overpayment decisions are resulting in demands in excess of $10,000.  Attached are several 
examples of the initial determinations finding coverage and the contemporaneous overpayment 
decisions. Exemplars of the FPUC overpayment notices are also attached. See Exhibits A and B. 
 
 
While the Department is issuing these hefty determinations of overpayment, they are not immediately or 
simultaneously issuing new benefit computations based on the initial determinations of covered 
employment. The result is that the Department demands repayment of huge amounts of money with no 
decision whether the finding of covered employment entitles the claimants to regular UI benefits. The 
Department’s behavior results in the worst of both worlds: immediate ending of PUA with an 
outrageous demand for repayment of PUC benefits, without any indication that Department will 
(presumably) compute regular UI benefits (which carries the concomitant $600 FPUC). To demand 
immediate repayment of PUA and FPUC without determining the availability of regular UI benefits 
(apparently because of the Department’s recent change in policy) is unconscionable.  
 
The Department’s statutory obligation is to pay regular UI benefits “when due,” which means as soon as 
administratively feasible. There is no excuse for the Department to issue a decision finding overpayment 
of PUA or FPUC benefits before issuing a benefit computation for regular benefits. The Department 
cannot logically determine that PUA and the FPUC supplement were overpaid before the Department 
affirmative decides whether the claimant is eligible for regular benefits. It is the eligibility for regular 
benefits that makes one ineligible for PUA due to lack of exhaustion of regular benefits.  
 
 

2. PUA denials which cite to a lack of regular benefit or PEUC exhaustion when, in fact, the 
Department has denied regular benefits.  

 
A similar problem exists, generally, with PUA determinations that a claimant is not an “exhaustee” at 
the same time the Department has determined the claimant is not eligible for regular or extended 
benefits. For PUA purposes, “ineligibility” is a form of “exhaustion.” No denial of a PUA claim on the 
grounds of “non-exhaustion” can logically occur until the Department has determined the claimant is 
actually eligible for regular benefits. See Exhibits C and D.  
 
Perhaps this problem is caused by the false equivalence of a regular benefit disqualification (but a 
benefit entitlement theoretically remaining), with the PUA “exhaustion” required. The PUA requirement 
is not that the claimant have successfully claimed the entire regular benefit computation (thereby 
exhausting it). The PUA requirement is simply that the claimant be ineligible for regular or extended 
benefits. CARES §2102(a)(3)(A)(i).   The ineligibility can come from a separation issue disqualification 
for current benefits.  



 
 

 
3. Premature FPUC overpayments without a determination that claimant is ineligible for both PUA 

and regular benefits. 
 
In addition to the rideshare driver problems, we are also seeing overpayment decisions of the $600 
FPUC supplement issued based on a later determination of ineligibility for regular benefits, before any 
analysis is done to determine whether the individual would qualify for PUA. See Exhibits E and F. The 
overpayment might be because of a reversal on appeal or some alleged new information. The problem is 
that because FPUC can supplement either regular, or extended, or UCFE, or UCX, or PUA benefits, the 
purported overpayment of the $600 supplement cannot be made until there is no eligibility for any 
benefit program. The  U.S. Department of Labor guidance, most recently UIPL 9-21, Attachment 1, at I-
3,  clearly state that the FPUC supplement is payable for weeks prior to July 31, 2020 if there is 
eligibility for any program. 
 
 As with the first problem  -- the determination of PUA overpayment upon finding that the gig work 
supporting PUA is now determined to be covered employment -- it is not logically possible to determine 
if  the $600 FPUC supplement was overpaid without determining that the claimant is ineligible for all 
PUA, regular, and extended benefits. See Exhibit B.  
 
No overpayment decision should be issued until the Department has made a determination that  none of 
the various programs, not regular UI, not EB, not FPUC, and not PUA, allow the immediate payment 
of benefits for past the prior weeks for which benefits were paid. These decisions are the Department’s 
job.  It is not the claimants’ responsibility to raise these issues through an appeal of an overpayment 
decision. 
 
There are three specific administrative actions that could be taken that do not involve any change of 
policy but simply a change in the work processes: 
 

1. Do not issue any PUA or FPUC overpayment decisions for the rideshare drivers until the 
Department has issued a Benefit Computation and an Initial Determination with respect to 
eligibility for regular benefits. 
 

2. Do not issue any PUA denials based on “non-exhaustion” without actually determining that the 
claim is not eligible for regular benefits. The regular benefit ineligibility may be caused by a 
separation issue, which does not disqualify the claimant otherwise eligible for PUA 
 



 
 

3.  Do not issue any FPUC overpayment decision until the Department has adjudication ineligibility 
for regular, extended, FEUC, PUA benefits. 

 
The previous State administration showed little regard for the critical role UI benefits plays in sustaining 
families. It may well be that a culture has developed among line workers and their supervisors that the 
denial of benefits is a goal. Whatever the cause, issuing overpayment determinations for PUC benefits 
before determining whether any overpayment occurred results in a  “deny first, then delay payment” 
model that is  not consistent with the Department’s duty to pay benefits as promptly as administratively 
feasible. 
 
These are not errors caused by work load. They are failures of work processes.  They are failures of 
training.  They are failures of Adjudicators to understand their role in the system. Ultimately, they are 
failures of Department leadership to take seriously their duty to pay benefits as promptly as 
administratively feasible. They demand the attention of the top leadership of the Department. 
 
I welcome the opportunity to discuss our concerns with you further. We are hopeful we can work 
together to address issues we are seeing for our clients while also reducing inefficiencies in the already 
overwhelmed system.  
 
 
Very sincerely, 
Brittany Schoenick 
Brittany D. Schoenick, Attorney 
On behalf: 
Legal Action of Wisconsin, Inc. 
633 W. Wisconsin Ave., Ste 2000 
Milwaukee, WI 53203 
414-274-3070 
bds@legalaction.org 
 
Enclosures:  
 Exhibit A: Finding PUA eligible but ineligible due to UI but issuing overpayment. 
 Exhibit B: Finding PUA eligible then ineligible due to UI but issuing overpayment. 
 Exhibit C: Denied UI, yet thereafter denied PUA for not exhausting benefits.  
 Exhibit D: Denied UI by ALJ at hearing, yet thereafter denied PUA for not exhausting benefits.  
 Exhibit E: Denial of PUA due to alleged UI eligibility yet issued a FPUC overpayment. 
 Exhibit F: Denial of UI, issued a FPUC overpayment before determination of PUA. 
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